THE SMART SOLUTION
FOR IMMERSIVE SOUND

Want to provide your audience with an immersive sound experience that is within
budget and gives you a competitive edge?
You can, thanks to the award winning sound experts at Lexicon® in the form of
the QLI-32. This cinema processor connects easily to your existing cinema processor,
helping unlock its full potential by driving up to 32 channels of audio. Powered by
Quantum Logic Immersion technology, the QLI-32 actively analyzes the acoustical
information in the audio mix, then recreates the environment by identifying and
positioning objects in the sound stage – without adding elements to the original mix.
This ‘intelligent up-mix’ provides life-like sound experienced at the exact moments.
Wholly compatible with existing standard audio systems, QLI-32
delivers clearer vocal reproduction throughout the theater and a nearly perfect
multi-dimensional sound experience for a fraction of the current industry cost.
The bottom line is, the QLI-32 offers you a win-win situation: you save money on
installation fees since it works with existing equipment, and any content delivered in
5:1 and 7:1 formats can be processed with the QLI-32. Whether you run a multiplex
or a single theater, QLI-32 is the smart solution for an immersive sound experience.

GPI control
8 channel Analog input (25-Pin Connector)
8 channel AES input (RJ-45 Connector)
BLU link input/output (2 RJ-45 Connectors)
Ethernet control
Ability to process stereo, 5.1 and 7.1 inputs
Auto EQ per SMPTE 202
Output up to 32 discrete channels of audio over BLU link

/ octave graphic EQ for each output channel
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Parametric EQ on low frequency extension
Web-based interface
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solution for an immersive sound experience.
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